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A2

Building stock
Building characteristics and influencing
climate factors

MARKET EXPERT COMMENT

Roughly 48% of Dutch residential dwelling stock was built before 1970, after which date the
growth in the building stock has been waning¹². The average living area per capita in the
Netherlands in 2008 was 56 m²/capita¹³. Whilst both the population and the number of households have been increasing, the housing supply is largely stagnating, causing an annual
housing shortage, which is more pronounced in the urban centres of the country¹⁴.

Rather: too low to accommodate
the growth in of population and of
number of households.
- Arjen Meijer

A2.1 – Residential building space trends.

The proportion of new built multi-family dwellings is gradually increasing since the past few decades.
Sources:
CBS, CUES Analysis

Multi-Dwelling Buildings
Single-Dwelling Buildings

In the Netherlands, the residential floor area accounts for about 62% of the total building
area of 1,438 million m², whilst the non-residential stock is 38%. Furthermore, single-dwelling buildings (including row houses) account for 79% of the total residential building stock
in the country¹⁵.
A2.2 – Breakdown of the building stock.
Sources:
CBS, EU Building Observatory
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General potential in new and existing buildings Promising approaches to reach carbon ambitions

B6.2 – Technologies perceived to have the highest potential to contribute to reach to climate-protection goals in The Netherlands in refurbishment projects. (preliminary results)

Regarding the private owners, there is a medium to high level of agreement that in the
past the technologies conceived as the most promising approach to fulfil climate protection
goals were exchanging glazing, from single to double glazing. However, at some point it was
noticed that this action would not be suﬃcient to reach carbon targets, nor lowering energy
bills nor even increasing the level of comfort. So many POs started including insulation and
PV panels as part of their actions. As a matter of fact, in order to achieve EPC standards, the
most common measure among POs is to include PV panels. However, EPC standards are only
mandatory for new houses. PV panels for refurbishment are seen as a way to save energy and
to save costs, meaning related to payback time.
When it comes to housing associations, there is a medium level of agreement that currently
the building envelope and the heating systems are the measures with the highest potential.
On an expert level discussion, there is a medium to high level of agreement that the residential building stock will not move completely away from natural gas but at least will
change the type of gas (e.g. biogas). However, the political will to move out of natural gas
has created a thought of process on what would be the next solution to solve this matter.
Whatever the outcome, the building owner is dependent on this resolution in order to know
what measures should be implemented in its dwelling, building or portfolio, to be able to
fulfil future policy and building standards.
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Market volumes and development A deep dive into heating systems
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In 2018, the heating system market (see Figure C.8.2) is made up of about 25% new construction (€0.4 billion per year) and 75% refurbishment (€1.3 billion per year). While the
refurbishment sector is still dominated by gas boilers, which make up 96% of the market,
heat pumps have the largest share in the new construction sector (76% across all types) and
gas boilers only make up 21% of the market
In the short term, the percentage of heat pumps used in new construction increases in both
scenarios, phasing out gas boilers completely in the 2DS already until 2021. In this scenario
air-source heat pumps make up a market volume of €278 million per year (+6%), while in
the RS the market volume decreases duet to the overall reduction in new construction. The
replacement of gas in new construction is slower process in the RS, but also leading to a
complete phasing out by 2030.
For existing stock, gas-fueled heating is still dominant in the short term and medium term in
the RS, with only a slow increase in the market volume of heat pumps (€103 million per year
in 2021 and €391 million per year in 2030). However, in the long run, especially air-source
heat pumps replace gas as the dominant technology also in the refurbishment sector. In the
2DS, however, gas boilers are phased out already almost completely by 2030 and are primarily replaced by heat pumps and the extension of district heating in Dutch cities, resulting in
market volumes of €1.1 billion per year for air-source heat pumps and €193 million per year
for district heating in 2050.
C8.2 – Development of energy-relevant market volumes for various heating system technologies
according to the Refernce Scenario (RS) and the 2-Degrees Scenario (2DS) for the market segments new construction (left) and refurbishment (right).
Sources:
TEP Energy & Chalmers University,
BSM.
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